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tiresome at times, and also suggest a remedy.
The fact that Richter, the first and greatest of Wag¬
nerian conductors, suggested and insisted upon many
excisions in the original score gives one point to the
objectors who would answer this question in the
affirmative. There is no doubt that in his most char¬
acteristic work, the tetralogy of the Nibelung, there
is a vast amount of repetition, against which we
might plead the example of the Old Testament, and
of most primitive poetry, but which is unquestion¬
ably tedious to our minds, fed so fat with a thousand
new and fascinating ideas and facts of science, philoso¬
phy, art, history, invention every day. Thus, the way
in which the characters occasionally tell each other at
length what they are not supposed to know, but what
the listener has been fully pprised of, is something so
naive, even childish, that one wonders how so great
a man as Richard Wagner could have fallen into such
a snare. That shows how the greatest men may be
hag-ridden by a theory. But, leaving this feature of
the subject, in the second place, let us ask is Wag¬
ner tiresome at his best, and, if so, to whom, and why?
• • •
At this stage of the present discussion it must be
admitted that there is a certain degree of advance¬
ment in the acquaintance with Wagner’s music at
which it is undeniably wearisome t everyone. We
may safely challenge even the most firm and positive
Wagnerian to admit that there was a period, longer
or shorter, in which this music did bewilder, benumb,
befog, bemuddle his brain. Some minds rise rapidly
through this cloud-region, like a newly-inflated bal¬
loon; others stick there, and remain afflicted with
Wagneriphobia all their lives. However, a very large
majority of the serious and thoughtful musicians of
the world have come over to the Wagner cult, and
encamped permanently in his camp. Some, indeed,—
like the composer Saint-Saens and the philosopher
Nietzsche.—after espousing ardently the Wagnerian

desired results to be attained the sooner and better.
The ancient Greeks had their heavy-armed hoplites
anC their light-armed peltastes, and each was valuable,
each was better than the other. So, then, the multi¬
fariousness and superficiality of the American’s knowl¬
edge is often a merit. It is not a merit, however, in
the vast realms of art. There, we are still rather in a
clu.dish state of development, and, like children, we
aie nob merely impatient of prolonged labor, but are
3ei sitive to any criticism which reminds us of the lack
of finality in our mushroom opinions.

der that the first hearing of a great Wagner m
drama leaves, even upon th ■ mind of the most mu
person, a sense of fatigue and utter bewilderme
One bit of parting advice and we have done: al
withhold judgment upon things which you have
examined thoroughly; and again, if you cannot s
the music itself directly, then, in the name of sa
read about a Wagner work before you listen to it

OUR SUPPLEMENT.

The present writer was once assured with much
heat by a distinguished jurist of Cincinnati, just after
the Strauss waltz concert, that all this rage about
Bach, and Beethoven, and Wagner, and Brahms was
mere affectation, every bit of it, and that even the
musicians themselves did rot really like such music.
Of course, so violent an expression of opinion did not
provoke any reply.
A reply to such J petulant and
childish vanity of opinion would have been worse than
wasted. However, this extreme case of American snapjudgwentism affords us the master-key to the mvstery
of our finding Wagner somewhat wearisome at first. ’
We attend a concert filled with Wagner excerpts,
or perhaps even go to on 2 of his earlier operas, or still
worse, one of his later music-dramas without spending
five minutes in getting our minds in a proper frame,
or even supplied with a modicum of that information
which is necessary that we may know- what we are
listening to. It is safe to say that many a hearer has
set himself down opposite the Wagner’music in pre¬
cisely the mental attitude and tension which he
brought to the enjoyment of the “Mikado” or the
"Pirates of Penzance.”
*

*

*

Here is the chief difficulty. Wagner challenges our
best brain, and our most cultured taste, and our most
vivid emotionality, and those who are too indolent to
make the proper preparation, or who are too prejn-

The two central figures are Wagner, with the
on his knees and Liszt at the piano. Back of
to the left of the picture is Franz Fischer, em
’cellist, conductor, and chorus director at Bayr
beside him is Emil Scaria, a famous basso (W
Bans Sachs, etc.); the last figure to the left is
von Lenbacfi, painter of a well-known portra
Wagner. In front is Siegfried, Wagner’s son, Ma
Cosima Wagner, and Madame Materna, the fa
soprano, not forgetting Marke, one of Wagner s
In the middle is Brandt, superintendent of the

chinery at the Bayreuth Opera House, and nex
to the right, Levi, the noted conductor. Immed
back of Liszt is Hans Richter, the great eond
Franz Betz, eminent baritone, and Niemann
tenor; the other three persons, von Schukowsk
the Countesses Schleinitz and Usedon, were ari®
herents of Wagner.

In no other art is demonstration so difficult
n-.usic. Science fights with mathematics an
poetry wields the golden, decisive spoken word,

arts have chosen nature, whose form they t>orro
their judge; but music is an orphan,
and mother none can name; and perhaps m
terv of her origin lies half her charm.
Sci*

troduction of a rational treatment of physical and
muscular conditions in their relation to the various
keyboard requirements and the consequent more rapid
development of ease and fluency of execution have
tended greatly to reduce the necessary number of
studies; so that, nowadays, we claim to be able to
do in three years what formerly required five or more.
And, to be sure, the enlightened methods of teaching
theory and composition at present in vogue in many
quarters shine effulgent in contrast with those of the
days when Haydn blacked old Porpora's boots in re¬
turn for a few lessons in strict counterpoint.
Nevertheless there is in evidence to-day a certain
flippancy in composition, together with a superficial,
glittering facility in execution, that seems most per¬
nicious in its tendencies.

exercises like the following: Let the arms be extended
and the hands allowed to hang loosely at the wristjoints; if the muscles that raise and lower the hand
are in a perfectly loose, supple condition, when the
arm is shaken slightly the hands will vibrate loosely
at the wrist-joint. Contract the muscles and this
vibration of the hand ceases. Change back and forth
from loose to contracted conditions till they become
familiar to the pupil. Again with the arms ex¬
tended and hands hanging loosely, suddenly relax all
the muscles of the arm and shoulder. If this relaxa¬
tion is complete, the arms will drop to the sides and
swing loosely at the shoulder-joints. These and sim¬
ilar exercises should be persisted in till the pupil can
assume correct conditions and retain them in the
most rapid passage-playing.
*

THE IMPORTANCE OF HEARING CONCERTS.
J. S. VAN CT.EVE.

One of the hurtful fallacies abroad in the land is
the notion that all good things in music are some¬
where far off. There is a sense in which this is true,
but there is a sense in which it is by ro means true.
Indeed, there is no more hurtful error in the mind
of the American people to-day than the idea that no
really first-rate education is obtainable without study
in Europe, and the kindred blunder which it is the
object of this article to point out, viz.: that if one only
could go away to a city one might learn and hear.
Every broad-minded teacher whose ideas are good
enough not to fear competition and comparison is al¬
ways urging his pupils to go and hear.
“Go, hear, compare,” that should be the watch-word
of every good teacher, of every good student. If you
cannot get to one of the larger cities, that should not
make you condemn the music which does come within
your reach. Thus, in a city of ninety thousand in¬
habitants well known to the present writer there are.
during the year, at least a dozen good recitals of piano

#

#

LOUD PRACTICE.
MADAME A. PEPIN.

In the June, 1900, number of The Etude, there was
published an interview with Mademoiselle Chaminade,
in which she recommended practicing very slowly and
with a loud touch. Later I saw somewhere a criticism
of this, and the writer said it was impossible that
Mademoiselle Chaminade could have meant what she
said about practicing very loudly. Perhaps the word
Mademoiselle Chaminade used was unfortunately
translated, and the true word was—a firm touch. I
have heard many artists practice, and the most of
them practiced very slowly and with a firm touch, and
as they gradually increased their speed, the touch
grew lighter, until it was both rapid and delicate.
Two fine pianists nave often remarked: “If you
want to play pianissimo, you must practice for¬
tissimo.
And this is both logical and true. A firm
touch equalizes the fingers and gives a sense of se¬
curity, it makes the passage sure, while the opposite
way of practicing would lead to inequalities and the
frequent missing of notes by the weak fingers. Be¬

so that they seem to form a continuous keyboard
this manner the players can watch and easily
cues to each other. Three or more pianos are
appropriately placed in such a manner as to des
a slight arc.
WORK OUT YOUR OWN SALVATION.
THALEON BLAKE.

This time of the year witnesses the first pr
sional teaching experience of hundreds of last sea
graduates. They will soon know and understand

trials and pleasures of a teacher’s life. And in
light of this revelation they will learn to appre

and to love their own masters as never before.
What teacher of experience has not received le

from former pupils admitting just this, and pled

themselves to a firmer friendship because of it?
Brilliant pupils are apt to feel, at the time oi g
ation, that the assistance of the old instructor is
quite unnecessary. That is quite natural. Th
structor expects it. From his ripe experience he
understands all this! He knows that ere lon
rough world will trim the wings of his children
all will become changed.

Young flight is noton

short!
.
The young fledglings soon undergo a rev v
feeling and appreciate the nest-training better
its period is over never to be renewed.
To-day in this land are many struggling sn
known duties, and how they long for that
which once, alas, perhaps they paid all too b
But it cannot be.
Now, at last cut loose from safe and
j\
ings, my dear young teachers, you must iu
own fight, and win your own victories.
ou
is in your own keeping. No guiding hand
steer your course nor counsel you in t e
waters. But be not troubled. Press brave y
and work out your own salvation!

r

grams, he quietly added: “Now please don’t waste
any time, Miss Keen. Herr Fiedelbogen's initial con¬
cert takes place this evening. You have several hours
in which to familiarize yourself with the requisite
technical expressions. Look over the file of the Appe¬
tizer and you will get a fair idea of Mr. Oboe’s style
of criticism. As to the rest—consult ‘Grove’s Diction¬
ary’ and any encyclopedia. I’m sure that a young
woman of your cleverness will have no difficulty in
writing an admirable article.”
Miss Keen sought a retired spot in the bustling
building of the Morning Appetizer and devoted an
hour or more to gloomy meditation. To the very tips
of her fingers she was strangely unmusical. In her
wide and varied journalistic experience she had ac
quired some little knowledge of the musical world, but
not enough, in her opinion, to warrant the expression
of a verdict. She had learned, for instance, that Bach.
Beethoven, and Mozart had written immortal compo¬
sitions that once were ridiculed and now are feared
by musical pretenders; that Paganini did all sorts of
unearthly things, and, during a long imprisonment,
constructed a wonderful violin; and that all truly
great artists wear very long hair and are a menace to
society.
But being an extraordinarily conscientious young
woman. Miss Keen felt that the art of criticism de¬
manded special knowledge, or at least uncommon
moral courage to take the place of actual musical
training. On the other hand, however, she realized
that a successful journalist must be extremely versa¬
tile, and ready, at all times, to meet any editorial
demand.
So she tried to conceive some rational and helpful
method of procedure. With the passing of valuable
minutes her perplexity assumed the form of deep
anxiety. Desperately she tried to recall Mascagni’s
“Intermezzo,” hoping thus to quicken appreciation of
whatever is truly and beauiuully musical. But “After
the Ball” and “Sweet Marie” insisted themselves upon

Fiedelbogen’s technic lacks clarity and sincerity; and,
though his bow ing is characterized by a certain degree
of muscularity, there is an absence of sonority in his
tone that”—
“But, gentlemen,” interrupted the distinguished
critic of the Weekly Hcimeter, “you are not taking
i to consideration Herr Fiedelbogen’s higher attri¬
butes. His interpretation of the Mendelssohn ‘Con¬
certo’ revealed the true artistic propriety and discre¬
tion; and while it is true 'hat his playing often lacks
viiility, the piety of his readings more than compen¬
sates for all his mechanical deficiencies.”
Miss Keen had heard enough. She chuckled herself
out of Carnegie Hall, she chuckled all the way- down
town to the office of the Morning Appetizer, she
chuckled herself to sleep, that night, and dreamed
that the editor of the Appetizer had offered her Mr.
Oboe's exalted position and a salary of five thousand
dollars a year.
Miss Keen’s critique was widely read and admired,
next morning; and the following-excerpts are, to this
very day, regarded by music critics as models of the
higher art of criticism:
The Gkeat Fiedelbogen at Caknegie Hall.

An unusually large and demonstrative audience gave
Herr Fiedelbogen a royal reception last night at Car¬
negie Hall. This was the great German violinist’s
first appearance in concert in the United States; and
a conservative opinion of his merits, based on the
powers which he revealed last evening, can only he a
hearty endorsement of the eulogy that has been be¬
stowed upon him in Berlin. With rare judgment and
discretion. Herr Fiedelbogen chose for performance
three of the longest and most difficult concertos in
violin literature: the concertos by Brahms. Beethoven,
and Tschaikowsky. Each of these works requires the
most sustained muscularity, and each makes great
demands on the sincerity and propriety of the player.
.... It must be confessed, however, that, while

he not have introduced a numerous family of stro
lunged French horns and hidden them in some fav
able and unsuspicious nook whence they could pou
upon the trusting fiddle at a moment when all seem

perfectly serene?
Everything considered, let us rejoice that Wag
planned his life-work on a scale so gigantic that c
certos had no attractions for him and failed to kin
the spirit of his genius. The great scope and freed
which the music-drama offered him was not o
irresistibly appealing to him throughout all the ye
of his artistic activity, but the whole scheme and ch
acter of the work was peculiarly in harmony with
fervid, dramatic musical temperament.

HAS EUROPE
DISCOVERED
A GREAT
PEDAGOGUE?

The press of Europe
the United States has b
conjuring with a new n
in the violin-world. Alre
we have read much of
prodigious skill of -Jan

belik, his extraordinary technic, and the marve
beauty of his tone and style. But whether the

pean verdict exaggerates the actual facts, or whe
young Kubelik is actually possessed of the uncom

qualities attributed to him by the critics and F
agents of Europe, we, in America, have been
by past experiences calmly to await the young a

coming, and to judge for ourselves of his
lluenced by European decisions. Though it ha
announced early this season that Kubelik wou
the chief attraction of the winter’s musical o er
(he plan to bring him to the United States has
fallen through or the announcement was un«arra
and premature. Be that as it may, however. 1
interest all lovers of violin-playing to learn some
also of the teacher who is said to have traine

▼

Kubelik to such perfection.
vet, al
Professor Ottokar Sevcik’s name is, as

neither interesting nor important, but which have
swelled his newest edition to four or five volumes.
The wheat has been pretty well threshed out by this
time. When I wrote my “Wagner and His Works,”
in two volumes, I was so lucky as to be the first who
could make use of Wagner’s voluminous correspond¬
ence with Liszt, Uhlig, Heine, and others. Since the
appearance of that book some farther interesting
revelations have been made in the “Reminiscences” of
Weissheimer, and in the fourth volume of Hans von
Balow’s letters, just out, relating chiefly to the
Munich period, when “Tristan” and “Die Meistersinger” had their first performances.
Boyhood.

When Richard Wagner was about five months old—
in October, 1813—the battle of Leipzig was fought
and Napoleon driven from Saxony. The result of the
battle was an epidemic of typhoid fever which carried
off Richard’s father. His uncle Albert also had an
attack. The infant Richard was evidently exposed to
great danger. He had some symptoms of the dread
disease, hut luckily they passed away. Had he fol¬
lowed his father into the grave, how different the his¬
tory of dramatic music would have been, not only in
Germany, but in every European country!
It is not a mere accident or coincidence that Ger¬
many’s two greatest dramatie composers grew up from
their childhood in a theatrical atmosphere. Weber’s
father was the director of a traveling theatrical com¬
pany of which his own children were members, and
Carl could not but benefit by the experience he thus
gained behind the scenes. Most of Weber’s relatives
had musical or theatrical talent, and the same was
true of Richard Wagner’s relatives, several of whom
were on the stage as singers or actors. Most impor¬
tant in its consequences, however, was the fact that
nine months after the death of Richard’s father the
widow married Ludwig Geyer, a well-known actor,

instead of recognizing that “the play’s the thing”
and the music only a means of heightening its effect
on the emotions. His poetic talent enabled him from
the beginning to write his own librettos and thus to
secure a more thorough fusion of words and music
than any dramatic composer before or after him.
When his musical talent did begin to develop, it dis¬
ported itself at first in all sorts of extravaganzas, such
as an overture in which the drum-player had to beat
hi3 instrument fortissimo every fourth bar throughout
the composition—to the amazement of the audience.
At the age of 19, however, he had already sufficiently
recovered from this aberration of taste to write his
symphony in C-major. Though not an original work,
—for its ideas are weak and it betrays the influence
of Mozart and Beethoven—this symphony is of im¬
portance, because it shows that even at that early
age he had mastered the cyclical form—a fact which
alone ought to have deterred his enemies in later years
from making the ludicrous assertion that the reason
why he wrote only operas, and wrote them in a
peculiar new style, was because he was unable to
wr'te symphonies in the style of the great masters!
He did not wish to write symphonies and sonatas.
Though Beethoven was his chief idol, he was influ¬
enced more deeply by Weber. All his instincts and
impulses led him to the opera-house. Never was there
a more thorough master of musical form than Wag¬
ner. What led him to write operas instead of sym¬
phonies was simply the fact that, as I have said else¬
where, “he needed a poetic or pictorial idea to evoke
a deeply-original idea from his creative imagination.”
Therefore, as soon as he had completed his symphony,
he began to write opera-texts and operas—“The Wed¬
ding,” “The Fairies,” “The Novice of Palermo,” “The
Happy Bear Family,” etc. The first named and the
last were never completed; “The Novice of Palermo”
I “Das Liebesverbot”) has never been performed; and
“The Fairies,” too, was not produced until June 29,

him that there was no opportunity to produce such
an ambitious work at a provincial theater, and he
longed more and more for a chance to visit Paris
where Meyerbeer was in his glory, and where he
hoped to enjoy a similar success. He managed to ge
together money enough to take him there, hut no
enough to pay his creditors; so, leaving that pleasan
task to a more convenient time, he escaped beyond the
Russian boundary—which was at that time very care¬
fully guarded by pickets placed only a thousand yard
apart—with the aid of a friend; and, having met hi
wife (who had escaped in the guise of a lumberman
wife) at Pillau, he embarked with her for England
Their dog, of course, was not left behind, for Wagne
was all his life a great lover of animals; and when
this dog. subsequently, was lost for two days in Lon¬

don. it almost broke his master’s heart.
To-day a trip from Pillau (in Northern Prussia) to
England would take perhaps twenty-four hours b
rail. The sailing vessel in which our party embarked
required twenty-four days, and was tossed by thre
storms, during which the dog as well as his maste
and mistress suffered severely from seasickness. Bu
the stormy experiences and the sight of the Norwegia
fjords were useful to Wagner in supplying him with
local color for his “Flying Dutchman.”
Paris.

After a brief sojourn in London the trio went t
Paris, where they remained two years and a half tiH
April. 1842. Here he wrote his “Flying Dutchman
and finished “Rienzi.” He knew that these opera
were quite as good as those of Meyerbeer, which a
that time were so popular and profitable; hut no on
else knew it, and all his efforts to get his works pe
formed failed. Bv writing articles for musical pen
odieals and arranging operatic melodies for the pian
and other instruments, including even the vulgar co
net, he earned a few francs every now and then, hu

It was different with the preceding generation, as
belonging to which 1 wish to count myself for the
time being for the sake of this discussion. For us
there was nothing strange in the long stretches of dry
recitative in which the story of the musical play was
carried on and by which the set pieces of music for
which we waited were connected. The younger genera¬
tion to-day hears those things only when there is a
revival of an opera by Mozart or Rossini (not
"William Tell"). As a rule, the dramatic recitative
—leaning strongly toward the arioso style and sup¬
ported, embellished, and colored by a flow of instru¬
mental music—effaces the line of demarkation between
the vocal numbers, and the old effect of a concert in
costume is no longer made. It must, theretore, be
somewhat confusing to students who have been
trained under the influences of to-day to understand
some of the talk about Wagner's revolutionary attack
on forms. As a matter of fact, these forms were break¬
ing down when Wagner began his career, and there
is neither love for them nor prejudice in their favor
which needs to be overcome by appeal to Wagner's
arguments against them now.
In a sense, moreover, there is no need to urge the
validity of Wagner's fundamental objection to the
opera of seventy-five years ago in order to understand
him to-day. That objection was that rausie had
usurped a place in the drama to which it was not
entitled, or rather that it had come to occupy too
large a place. Concerning the purpose of the lyric
drama to be dramatic expression, he wanted music
to be it means to that end. and he said it had
become the end itself.
This is true enough of
the operas of the eighteenth century, but the present
generation cannot remember when it was indifferent
to scene, action, and text, and asked only for music
at an operatic entertainment. We do not occnpv this
attitude even toward the most careless form of lyrieodramatie play—the so-called comic opera of to-day.
It is not my purpose to discourage study, but most
distinctly to encourage it. But I have been asked oy

hauser’s adventure with Venus in the cave of the
Horselberg, is a Christianized variant of a myth of
vast antiquity. The cave itself has a multitude of
prototypes and counterparts. The Cave of Venus is
the Garden of Delight in which the heroes of classical
antiquity met their fair enslavers. It is Ogygia, where
Ulysses spent eight years with Calypso; JEsea. where
he was detained a year by Circe; the abode of the
Elfin Lady with whom Thomas of Ercildoune lived
for seven years: the bespelled castles in the Arthurian
legends; the hidden places in which Barbarossa,
Charlemagne, and Arthur await the summons to come
forth and free their people; where Thomas the
Rhymer tarries till Shrove Tuesday and Good Friday
shall change places; whence Diedrieh von Bern issues
to join Odin’s wild hunt. Tannhauser’s adventure in
the cave has its parallels in the stories of Ulysses and
Calypso, Ulysses and Circe, Numa and Egeria, Rinaldo
and Armida, Prince Ahmed and Peri Banou. Let this
suffice for the mythical elements in the story whose
study is, in a score of ways, profitable and calculated
to tune our hearts for Wagner’s poetical tragedy.
The Historical.

Xow a glimpse at the historical. It is written that
Wagner was inspired to compose “Tannhauser” by the
enthusiasm which seized upon him when he caught
his first view of the Wartburg. There is no spot in
all Germany in which so many pregnant associations
have their home as the gracious valley over which the
famous castle stands watch. Early in the thirteenth
eentury the Wartburg was the domicile of Elizabeth
of Hungary, a saint whose legendary history, because
it celebrates a life devoted to sweet charity instead of
that morbid asceticism which is the common burden
of saintly legends, remains as fragrant incense unto
to-day. Liszt has given it musical celebration. A few
years later, under Hermann, Landgrave of Thuringia,
the castle was the center of German minstrelsy, and
there, according to the story, took place the Tourna¬
ment of Song which Wagner ingeniously consorted

methods. Wagner is intensely Teutonic, and only
those shall appreciate him best who are capable of
sympathizing deeply with Teutonic ideals.
Here
English-speaking people are favored over all others.
At the bottom Wagner's subjects are as much ours as
they are the property of the Germans. Those that
are tragical are universal, but they are closer to us
than to Frenchmen or Italians, because of our Ger¬
manic origin. You may translate Wagner’s forceful
German into almost equally forceful English because
of the relationship which still exists between the Ger¬
man and English languages. For a reason which had
excellent validity when it first appealed to Wagner,
but which we need not lay much stress on till we
come to close and detailed study. Wagner abandoned
rhyme in favor of alliteration in the works in which
he worked his theories out in their fullness, and much
fun have some of his critics had with the opening
lines of “Rheingold”:
“Weia! Waga! Woge du Welle,
Walle zur Wiege!” etc.

Here the first two words are mere onomatopoetie
exclamations, whieh harmonize with the idea expressed
in the rest of the lines and the character of the ex¬
pression. A consonant is reiterated on the strenuous
portions of the lines for the sake of the verse-melody
which results therefrom. Here Wagner reaches back
to an ancient verse-form in which his language and
ours join hands. We do not need to go back so far,
but if you wish to see the union of the two study
the old Anglo-Saxon poem of “Beowulf,” whieh stands
almost in the same relation to the beginning of Ger¬
man poetry that it does to English, and you shall find
this Stcibreim, as it is called. Read it, too, in this
extract from Caedmon’s “Creation” (A.D. 650):
“Frea selmihtig!
Folde was the gyt
Crces-unjirene; ffar-secgt eahte
•S'weart synnihte, side and aide
B*onne trsegas.

place upon the earth where
alone men ought to wor¬
ship at Wagner’s shrine.
Bayreuth, the Jerusalem
of the early Wagnerite,
has fallen below the stand¬
ard of Wagnerian produc¬
tion in all the leading Ger¬
man opera-houses, particu¬
larly below the standard
of Berlin, Munich, and
Vienna; possibly even be¬
low that of Leipzig, which,
like one of old, born out of
due time, has nevertheless
advanced to an honored position in the Wagnerian
procession.
The only element of great Wagnerian production
which they have at Bayreuth and do not have else¬
where is a large and well-worn halo, much flaunted in
the eyes of the artistic world, but a halo year by
vear growing threadbare and stale. That, the Wag¬
nerian theater, and the aggressive widow—these are
the elements of authority in which Bayreuth still
stands high. But of actual interpretation of Wag¬
ners works—as to conception, artistic carrying out,
finish, and thoroughness of ensemble—Bayreuth is by
no means any longer a worthy Jerusalem for the tribes
to seek in their yearly purification.
From certain points of view there is no longer a
Wagnerian “question,” in the sense that there was
always such a question, and sometimes several of
them, anvwhere between 1843 and 187fl. The follow¬
ing points have been conceded by all intelligent musi¬
cians:
1. Wagner’s music has vast power over the feeling
and imagination of those who hear it understandingly
—or hear it at all. In this respect he was one of the
strongest writers known in musical art.
2. Structurally considered, Wagner's music begins
where Robert Schumann left off, with an intense lean¬
ing to the thematic in construction: so that whole
pages are developed out of a singte theme—just as in

-

nerian singing is rare
heard; it is approximate
during the first years whe
an
experienced vocal
turns to Wagnerian role
Very soon the voice giv
way and there we a
again. Witness the enti
list of great Wagneri

singers, not one of who
has lasted half the usu
duration of a first-cla
voice in opera.

The eff

of this deep and rich strea
of orchestration has be
5. Add to the foregoing his unexampled richness off
orchestral coloring, and his wonderful mastery inr
using tone-color as a means of awakening emotion;;
also his use of divided parts, and very full chords,
giving an organ-like fullness and closeness of texturee
to his orchestration, unknown before his time and
d
never surpassed since.
0. Harmonically considered, Wagner did not origi¬
inate new chords. Bach was as great a harmonist ass
Wagner, and Bach used nearly or quite all the ex¬
:tremely-altered chords, which at first made such
h
trouble to the anti-Wagnerians. What Wagner did
d
do was to employ these altered chords in novel ways,
s,
in which his constant flowing of voices, and his dra¬
imatic instinct enabled him to give every chord a set¬
tting in which its full dramatic and emotional sig¬
5nificance was brought to the consciousness of the
le
listener.
7. Wagner's philosophy, which runs through his
is
librettos, was mainly rubbish, the superficial profun¬
1dity of a half-educated genius. All his theologic
ic
polemic, his “guileless fool,” etc., are figments of a
brain given over to mystic revery in provinces over
er
which his intellect had not, as yet, acquired mastery.
y.
8. Wagner’s librettos are mainly rubbish, grandiose
se
as they seem, and highly picturesque as some of their
ir
episodes are. His standing as poet rests upon assump¬
ption ; were his work to be tried by the standards ap¬
p-

compared to that of a mighty river of sound, up
the farther banks of which stand a few lusty indiv
uals who shout across to us the meaning of the p
ticular “trouble” just then maturing in the surgi
orchestration. This, of course, is an exaggeration, b
it has foundation.
11. We sum up, then, that in his life Wagner m
certain inovations in the manner of writing drama
music, which innovations have subsequently proved
be true to the inner ideal of music and valuable e
tributions to the progress of art. He has created
markable fancy works of the operatic kind; and th
works, after being strenuously denied, have at l
passed into the whole wor'd of opera-houses, wh
they hold the most commanding positions and dw
the standard Italian repertory into mere melodio
superficialities. But that in spite of having m
these improvements and having created such astoni
ing works, the w orks also contain such an unus
percentage of rubbish that these themselves are d
tined to wear out their popularity, and at a per
not very remote take their place in the concert-ro

as instrumental music only.
12. When the air shall have cleared, it will proba
be found that Wagner’s influence upon the total p
ress of art will consist mainly in his influence u
musical construction, taking the term to cover
entire art of musical expression, as illustrated Hi

tensity of conviction.

It is of great interest to the

very happily adapted in its explanation of Wagner s

Wagner-lover to read, in these productions of his pen,
the

first proclamation of his famous views on

music-drama

(which

have so largely

operas to the great musical public, whose knowledge

the

is limited, but whose desire to increase it is keen.

revolutionized

capital guide to the

the opera of this generation), and his explanation and
criticism of his own compositions.

Autograph of Wagner.

Winworth’s “Epic of Sounds,” which analyzes each

These and kindred

themes such as his views on conducting, stage-man
agement, art, and politics, his political and theological
beliefs, besides numerous other topics are discussed by-

A

Ring of the Nibelung” is Mis

life, however, does not give so much biographical ma¬

scene, and mentions sixty-eight motives, which ar

terial as others, but devotes much of its space to a

printed together at the end of the volume.

very able and authoritative exposition of Wagner’s

Wolzogen’s “Guides Through the Music of the Rin

writings

Hans von

as

of the Nibelung, Parsifal, and Tristan und Isolde,

“Politics,” “Philosophy,” “Regeneration,” and “Art-

are by a German scholar of well-established position

Doctrine,” all of w hich are of great assistance to the

and are classics in their field.

reader endeavoring to understand Wagner’s point of

planations of all the typical phrases, besides an anal

novelette entitled “A Pilgrimage to Beethoven,” which

view.

ysis of the plots.

has been keenly enjoyed by thousands of lovers of the

great music-dramas and the BayTeuth festivals lend

two greatest musical geniuses of the nineteenth cent¬

additional interest and value to the book.

Wagner with an ability, originality, and force which
have

won

for him

a

high

rank as a

thinker and

writer, entirely apart from his work as a composer.
One of his most celebrated literary brochures is a

ury.

His ‘‘Essay on Beethoven” has been translated

and

teachings,

under

such

divisions

His descriptions and critical analyses of the

They contain full ex

Unfortunately there is no time to record furthe

many excellent critical works on Wagner, which hav

Jullien’s “Life of Wagner” is a work in the same

must, however, refer to

Weston’s

W

“Legends of th

several times, and is a classic in critical musical liter¬
ature, while his "Essay on Conducting" is of special

quarto size, and is remarkably rich in its illustrative

Wagner Drama,” which gives accurate information re

material.

pictures

garding the legends on which Wagner based his grea

(which comprise portraits, operatic scenes, theaters,

productions, and treats of their origin, mythical sig

autographs, a d a multitude of other matters)

nificance, development in mediaeval literature, and th

value to professional musicians.
Wagner's

Several
issued.

volumes

Correspondence.

of

Wagner's

letters

have

been

The best known of these is his “Correspond¬

The

unique

It is in two volumes of

multiplied with great rapidity in recent years.

class with Mr. Chamberlain’s.

feature

among

its

is a

collection of numerous caricatures of the great com¬

manner in which Wagner reshaped and reanimate

poser, gathered from widely different sources.

them.

Many

There are also a number of helpful books on th

ence with Liszt,” w hich possesses an unusual interest

of these are delightfully clever and amusing, and often

on account of the historic friendship between the two.

illuminate the text in a vivid manner most refreshing

individual operas for those who wish to study the

Wagner’s letters, in this collection, occupy more space

to the reader.

in greater detail.

and exceed in number those of Liszt, being arranged

But we must hasten on to mention more briefly

Notable examples of this class are Kufferath’s “T

They reveal, with startling

some smaller biographies which may, perhaps, be more

Parsifal of Richard Wagner”;

clearness, the difficulties and discouragements under

within the reach, both in purse and in leisure, of

the Finding of Christ Through Art”;

which

many readers of The Etude.

Typical Motives of the Master-Singers” and of “Trista

in chronological order.
Wagner

labored

for

many

years, and

inci¬

An admirable small

dentally bear w itness to the unselfish devotion of Liszt

life of Wagner is the one

to his friend, in whose genius and ultimate success he

Series,” by F. Hueffer, a noted English critic of high

by David Irvine;

had such unwavering faith.

standing, who briefly and concisely tells the life-story,

and the

titled “Letters to his Dresden Friends,” written when

omitting no essential points.

Irvine, etc.

he was a political exile, are comprised Wagner’s com¬

on the same concise plan are by C. A. Lidgey, in the

munications to three German friends who enjoyed his

“Master-Musician Series,” and Ludwig Nohl’s “Life of

confidence

Wagner.”

and

sympathy.

In another volume, en¬

In

them

we

find

the

in the “Great-Musician

More recent volumes

Praeger’s “Wagner as I Knew Him” is of

nrd Isolde”;

Parson’s “Pars.fal.
Benoit s

T

“Parsifal and Wagner's Christianity

“Wagner’3 Ring of the Nibelun

"Conditions

of Idea

Manhood” by

Dav

Wagner for Children.

A line must be added to say that in the

rWagn

music-

a different order, being the personal reminiscences of

Story-Book,’ by H. F. Frost, will be found a charm

dramas which he had then begun to write, and also

one who knew him well, and thus has the merit of

ing collection of Wagner’s stories told in a fresh a

many intimate personal touches which throw a flood

a truthful account of him at first hand.

Wagner's

imaginative way for children, and Miss A. A. Chap

of light cm his character and daily life.

Of a similar

characteristics, habits, and personality are emphasized,

has three volumes on Wagner’s operas which ha

character are his “Letters to August Roeckel” (recom¬

in contradistinction to his theories, and we welcome

been widely popular among young people.

frankest and fullest references to his great

• 1 repeat, I have witnessed the rise and fall of so
many musical dynasties;

have seen men like Wagner

into his music and the discussion of it, art, politics,

sustained thoughts like Mozart or Beethoven.

literature,

his orchestration, with its daubing, its overladen, h

philosophy,

and religion.

It is

a

well-

A

emerge from northern mists and die in the full glory

known fact that this humbugging comedian had writ¬

terical color!

of a reverberating sunset.

ten the “Ring of the Nibelungs” before he absorbed

masks his pruriency back of poetic and philosoph

that this same Richard the Actor touched his apogee

the Schopenhauerian doctrines, and then altered the

symbols.

fifteen years ago and more.

entire scheme so as to imbue—forsooth!—his music

foot.

with pessimism.

a night with Wagner tell the story.

And I have also remarked
Already -signs are not

wanting w hich show that Wagner and Wagnerism is
on the decline.

As Swinburne said of Walt Whitman:

“A reformer—but not founder.”

This holds good of

Nor was there ever such folly, such arrant “fakin0” as this?

What has philosophy, religion, politics

Wagner, who closed a period and did not begin a new-

to do with operatic music?

one.

of them.

In a word, Wagner was a theater musician, one

cursed by a craze for public applause—and shekels—

It cannot express any one

Wagner, clever charlatan, knew this, so he

What a humbug is this sensualist, w

But it is always easy to recognize the clo

The headache and jaded nerves we have a

I admit that “Die Meistersinger” is healthy.
it is not art.

Wagner’s prettiest lyrics
Schumann.

O

And don’t forget, my children, t
came

from

Schubert

They have all been traced and loca

worked the leading-motive game for all it was worth.

I need not insult your intelligence by suggesting t

operatic

Realizing the indefinite nature of music, he gave to

the Wotan motive is to be found in Schubert’s “W

music than any Italian who ever wrote for barrel-

his themes—most of them borrowed without quotation

derer.”

organ fame.

marks

Spohr’s “Consecration of Tones” symphony, first mo

’and knowing his

public, gave them more

Wagner became popular, the rage;

and

such titles as Love-Death;

Presentiment of

If you wish for the “Waldweben ’ just go

to-day his music, grown stale in Germany, is being

Death;

fervently imitated, nay, burlesqued, by the neo-Italian

theme, etc., etc.

school.

taxed with originating all this futile child’s-play he

heard in “Ocean, Thou Mighty Monster.”

denied that he had named his themes.

refuse to discuss.

Come, is it not a comical situation, this swap¬

ping of themes among the nations, this picking and
stealing of styles!

And let me tell you that of all

the Robber Barons of music, Wagner was the worst.
He laid hands on every score, classical or modern, that
he got hold of.
How Wagner Blinded the Public.
But I anticipate;

I put the coda before the dog.

did?

Cooking

Did

von

motive—in

“Siegfried”;

The list is a lengthy one.

Wolzogen?

Did

Compact
And when

Pray then"who

Tappert?

They

worked directly under his direction, put forth

ment.

And Weber also furnishes a pleasing list, n

bly the “Sword” motive from the Ring which may

“Parsifa

It is an outrage against relig

morals, and music.

However, it is not alone this

the

giarizing that makes Wagner so unendurable to me

musical lures and decoys, and the ignorant public was

is his continual masking as the greatest compose

easily bamboozled.

his century, when he was only a clever impostor, a

Simply mention the esoteric, the

mysterious omens, signs, dark designs, and magical

ater-man, a wearer of borrowed plumage. His influe

symbols, and you catch a certain class of weak-minded
persons.

on music has been deplorably evil. He has melo

When “Rienzi” appeared none of us were deceived. We

tized the art, introduced in it a species of false,

recognized our Meyerbeer disfigured by clumsy, heavy

rical, personal feeling,

German treatment.

The

Paris and knew

Wagner had been to the opera in

his Meyerbeer;

could not distance Meyerbeer.

but even Wagner

He had not the melodic

invention, the orchestral tact, or the dramatic sense—
at that time.

Being a bom mimieker of other men,

a very German in industry, and a great egotist, he
began casting about for other models.

He soon found

one, the greatest of all for his purpose.

It was Weber

—that same Weber for whose obsequies Wagner wrote
some funeral music, not forgetting to use a theme
from the “Euryanthe" overture.
ner a veritable Golconda.

Weber was to Wag¬

From this diamond mine

he dug out tons of precious stones; and some of them

Wagner knew this;

knew that the theater with

lights, its scenery, its costumes, orchestra, and vo
izing was the place to hoodwink the “cultured” clas
Having a pretty taste in digging up old fables
If “The Flying Du

can we take in the “Salvation” of an idiotic man
who doesn't know how to navigate his ship, much
what is to be said of “Lohengrin”’

art.

is

Wagner—neither

the objective

composer

gedian, but a cunning blend of both
to his own uses.

A great force?

nor

diverte

He never rea

’

lights.

hoven.

and

Gluck-and

the

storv!

It

e -

And he has left no school, »<> deacen

Like all hybrids, he
twentieth

century

is cursed

will

find

with sterilityWagner

out.

Dimittis!

Old Fog

cheap Italian music, sugar-coated in its sensuousi
the awful borrowings from Weber, Marsclmer

*

Yes, a grea

heights, but was always posturing behind t e

man ’ ls absurd in its story—what possible” inte

a wife,

musical

foreign to its M

tage,

was his, but a dangerous one.

histories, he saturated them with mysticism
far-fetched musical motives.

quite

symphony, not the

T
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pect of it.

The desire to remain young is legitimate;

loftiest, the most lovable, sympathetic, co-rejoicing,

eration, among whom I noticed quite a number of

co suffering friend one could yearn for; he was deeply

“whelps” that bid fair to convince us some day that

fulfillment in themselves, end I hope this beautiful

interested in our little affairs dr eaeur, in our student-

they were “lion-whelps.”

wish is common to all of us.

pranks,—ah, he was young despite his nearly seventy

it is one of those blessed wishes which carry their

sternness of Nature!

But we must realize the

It cannot be cheated!

However

skillfully the lotions, potions, paints, and powders be
compounded;

however adroit and well contrived be

the sophisms by which we turn our sins into necessi¬
ties, expediencies, mere foibles, or innocuous diversions

—Bios Logos is inexorably just!

He insists upon pay¬

ment with large interest for every debt our self-indul¬
gence may have incurred, but he metes out a-high re¬
ward for every virtue we have made our own.

Thus,

if we aspire to the prize of life-long spiritual youth,—

Now, what kept the latter two masters so young,
while the first one grew so old?

you come to Truth.

If you wish to avoid the gravest

of all mistakes in this matter, the one most pregnant

ness to renounce that tacitly-admitted privilege of old

with disastrous results, you must not judge a new

age to prescribe lo youth how things should be done,

thought from the stand-point of your own material

instead of merely advising.

interest; rather try to reconcile your material interest

They both realized the

fact that each time has its own spirit;

that to share

with the new thought, for this will keep you young!

this spirit means to live in that time;

and that to

In facing a new' art-work do not expect it to tell you

retire from it, or oppose it, means death, spiritually

the story whic-h you know already, or which you be¬

first, and literally soon after.

lieve to surmise, or W'hieh you should like to hear;

They chose the former.

but try to get en rapport with the artist, to under¬

Opposition' to Wagner.

ical reflex,—we have to renounce certain privileges
obligations.

is but one, but its expressions are many.

It was their willing¬

ana this is never totally separate from a partial phys¬
of old age, while still heeding and discharging its

Truth

The more of these expressions you grasp, the nearer

years, and he remained young to his death.

stand irhat he wishes to convey to you.

When Wagner's art began to claim attention, it

It will be

better than what you expected, in most cases.

If he

encountered a perfect cyclone of opposition, a cyclone

tells his story well, he is a master!

which did not stop at the art-works, but threatened

that he did not—the fault may not be his.

the master’s person as well.

His works were not de¬

be that his new way of telling it bewildered you, and

done, our environment will be happy while we live,

clined by a tacit denial of approval, as was and still

and will regard our final demise as a much lamented

that you may need a repetition or two before you un¬

is the customary mode of public refusal or discourage¬

and regretted, but purely physical, incident.

If it is

derstand it.

ment, and as we can see it practiced every season on

not done, our environment deserves no reproach for

never fling themselves at you, but that you must woo

a considerable number of operas, plays, eoneertists,

regarding our death as the means of removing a tradi¬

and win them.

etc.

tionally-revered

scoffed at in most reprehensible terms;

This may be done, or it may not be done;
to our own sweet will and pleasure, I believe.

obstacle

in

the

path

of

it is left
If it is

spiritual

progress.

No;

Wagner's

works

were

vilified,

But who were the enemies?

And now—God speed your way into Wagner's art!

Just keep in mind that this master's name is W agner

They were men whom

the French would call “arricies,” which means that
When I met Moscheles, he had lived about sixtvfive years.

Yet he was so old at that age that he

in one way or another they were safely landed in
sinecures,

offices, reputations, settled circumstances,

regarded Beethoven as the absolute, irrevocable, and

plus set ideas. They ruminated what they had learned

final end of all music.

To his mind Beethoven him¬

thirty to forty years before, and had never understood

self had proved it, because the works of his last period,

that a thing need not be had, just because it is dif¬

which we regard as the prophetic one, were senile and

ferent from precedent.

confused, — so

he

those who merely joined the chorus of invectives be¬

thought that he was “not without talent,” but people

cause circumstance had made them dependent upon

who can technically master his “things

one of the leaders of the chorus, and not to join it

Moscheles

play something better.”

said.

Of

Schumann

“may as well

Chopin was, in his opinion,

“gone daft,” talented beyond a doubt, but^ completely
crazy!

Moscheles was a dear old man in many re¬

spects, a lovable old man, but distinctly an

old

man.

might—I cannot say:
of their jobs.

Remember that the best things of life

the opponents

jail, to the .penitentiary, and what-not!

Moschei.es.

It may

abused,

wished Wagner to be sent to a lunatic asylum, to

Let me illustrate this by my own three masters.

But if you think

There were, of course, also

should—have caused the losing

not Beethoven!

Do not express your opinion before

having reflected that the world, your whole contempo¬
rary world, has judged.

This need not intimidate your

judgment any more than it did Wagner’s own;

bu

it must govern your mode of forming an opinion, as

it did his, and that of all truthful and sincere people

How I envy you, those who face Wagner's works fo
the first time!

To be sure, they have not paled on me:

but the thrill of delirious rapture w'hieh the first touch

imparts is something which, in all substantial tilings

must give way to a more earnest and penetrating ap¬
preciation.

Still—I envy you, I covet this delirium!

W henever I hear one of his works after a pause of a

few seasons, I experience a pretty fair echo of this

condition, and hence I know that this thrill of joy
It never occurred to Wagner’s enemies that an idea
cannot he killed, except by its own progeny, and then

of intoxicating exuberance—or as I said:

this delirium

of rapture—is well worth the envy of an appreciator
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have been brought by the fact that in opera music
has wrongly been made the aim, while the drama was
merely a means for the display of the music. Music,
on the contrary, should do no more than contribute
its full share toward making the drama clearly and
quickly comprehensible at every moment.
While
listening to a good—that is, a rational—opera people
should, so to speak, not think of the music at all, but
only feel it in an unconscious manner, while their
fullest sympathy should be wholly occupied by the
action represented. Every audience which has an un¬
corrupted sense and a human heart is therefore wel¬
come to me as long as I may be certain that the
dramatic action is made more immediately compre¬
hensible and moving by the music instead of being
hidden by it.”
By “an uncorrupted sense” Wagner meant a perfect
freedom from preformed conceptions of what his ar¬
tistic offering ought to be. The extract quoted ex¬
plains the correct attitude toward Wagner’s works as
nothing of mine could. He objects to the awarding
of the first consideration to music. This he holds to
be but one, though perhaps the most potent, of the
means of expression at the disposal of the lyric dram¬
atist; but it is a means, and not the end. Therefore
the first of all steps in the popularization of Wagner’s
works is to induce the auditor to go to the theater
expecting, not to hear music, but to witness a drama.
For this reason all writers on music—critics, historians,
or what-not—should persist in describing the works of
Wagner as dramas. The title opera should never be
applied to them, and there should be an unending
effort to presuade the public to discriminate between
these dramas and the operas of the old sort. Pro¬
grams should always announce these works as
dramas, and nothing should be omitted which could
tend to lead the minds of persons long habituated to
old-fashioned opera and to simple musical entertain¬
ments to understand that Wagner offers neither the
one nor the other.
Who is it that finds himself unable to appreciate
or to comprehend the works of Wagner? Invariably
the person who has gone to the opera-house for twenty-

I never attended an attempted performance of Wagner
in the City of Mexico I do not know whether there
has ever been any; but the public of that city has
feasted for many years on the lowest grade of Italian
opera, and its attitude toward Wagner would be about
such as I have described. This attitude, too, was that
of the typical German city in Wagner’s early years,
and that is why it took him half a life-time to get so
much as a fair hearing in his native land. His suc¬
cess in America was far more rapid, simply because
he had here to combat fewer traditions of a musical
past.
What is the record of those who began their operatic
experience in New York in the period of the reign of
German opera at the Metropolitan? I am acquainted
with scores of young people who began to go to the
opera in the days when Lehmann and Fischer and
Alvary and Seidl were offering vitally strong inter¬
pretations of the Wagner dramas. All these young
people founded their conceptions of “opera” on those
performances. When the German seasons came to an
end and Mr. Grau offered some of the old Italian
operas performed in the traditional Italian manner,
what did these young people do? They laughed. A
lot of them have now been educated up to “Les
Huguenots” and “H Trovatore,” and “Manon.” But
they cannot be educated up to “La Favorita” or
“Robert le Diable” or "La Sonnambula.”
These
operas, which were among the joys of our fathers, are
buried, so far as New York is concerned. It is an
actual fact that charming young women of from
twenty to twenty-five have told me that they re¬
garded “Lucia” and “La Traviata” as too utterly silly
to occupy the attention of grown-up people, and they
have admitted that during the performances of these
works they could do nothing but laugh at the
dramatic absurdities.
The fathers and mothers of these same young women
think their daughters are musically eccentric, or thev
are laboring under the fond delusion that the dear
children will some day recover from this “Wagner
craze.” The good fathers do not to this day see anv
dramatic absurdities in “Lucia,” for they have never

children dispose of them just as we disposed of ours
before they were born. Meanwhile there is just one
thing to be done to popularize Wagner, and that is to
iterate and reiterate the doctrine that a Wagner musicdrama is not a musical entertainment, but a play. Once
let the public of any place get that idea thoroughly
absorbed and there will be no further trouble about
popularizing Wagner. There is altogether too much
talk about “Wagner’s music.”
Critics discuss it.
Teachers point out its technical peculiarities. Lect¬
urers perorate about it. People strum it at home on
the piano, or grind it out with one of the pianoplaving mechanisms.
And when they go to the
theater they go to hear Wagner’s music.
Let us talk about Wagner’s dramas. Let us remem¬
ber that the music is nothing more nor less than an
interpretative instrument, and that it is no more the
whole drama than is the performer of “TannhUuser
or “Isolde.” Constant harping on this string may do
much toward tuning the public mind to the key m
which it shall vibrate in accord with Wagner’s art.

Wagner does not stand alone. The fact that he
was misunderstood by the German people, that even
at the present day he receives from the great majority
of educated people of his nation neither the considera¬
tion which he deserves nor the admiration and rever¬
ence due to his mighty genius, does not alter the fact
that he, the latest of Germany’s truly great ones, sup¬
plies the bond between the musician and the poet,
two who had so long been striving in opposition to
each other, by creating the new dramatie form, the
truest and proudest title of which would be “The Ger¬

man Drama.”
We speak of the Greek drama, the English, the
French, the Spanish drama, and with these names ve
indicate, not only the nationality of the author, but
a definite, dramatic form by which each is distin¬
guished. Henceforward we may fairly speak of the
German drama: it is that which Wagner taught:

it has proceeded out of the German spirit, and has
taken form in the immortal creations of a German
poet wedded to music.—H. ft. Chamberlain.

mare ((Schott).
“Good Friday Music,” arranged by E. II. Lemare
(Schott).

new organ (built
by George S. Hutchings
& Co.) in the new Sym¬
phony Hall, Boston, was
formally “opened” by Mr.
The

NEW ORGAN IN
SYMPHONY HALL
BOSTON.

J Wallace Goodrich, October 25th. This instrument,
while pinch smaller than the original “Music Hall
organ,” is extremely effective and easily “fills” the
hall. The first Music Hall organ had eightv-nine
speaking stops and four manuals, while this new in¬
strument has but fifty-eight speaking stops and three
manuals. This difference in the size of the two in¬
struments is noticeable only in the smaller variety
of solo stops in the new organ.
One of the special features of the new organ is the
large scale of the 32-feet open diapason in the pedal—
the largest ever constructed. The lowest pipe is enor¬
mous, is made of wood (in two sections), and weighs
half a ton. Incidentally it may be mentioned that a
man can crawl into this pipe, turn around, and come
out again without any difficulty. The scales of all
the heavy stops are from 15 to 30 per cent, larger

Great to swell.
Great to pedal.

Swell to choir.
Swell to pedal.

Combinations (Fifteen).

Push Knobs, Adjustable at Organ,
Five and release,
ating great and
Six and release,
ating swell and

operpedal.
oper¬
pedal.

Four and release, operating choir and pedal.
General release.
Pedal release.

Pedal Movements (Sixteen).

1, 2, 3, 4. Operating on
entire organ and affect¬
ing such stops as may
be desired.
5. Sforzando (full or¬
gan).
6. Balanced crescendo.
7. Balanced swell pedal.

8. Great to pedal, reversible.
9-12. Four and release
on great, partially du¬
plicating pistons.
13-16. Four and release
on swell, partially du¬
plicating pistons.

The organ is built with electro-pneumatic action
throughout, with patented movable console having
one hundred feet of free cable.
High wind pressures are used in divisions of the
organ.

than usual.
.
Great Orgax (Sixteen Stops).

Open diapason ... .16
1st open diapason. . 8
2d open diapason.. . 8
Gross gamba ..... . 8
Stopped diapason . . 8
Gross-fl5te . . 8
Gemshorn . . 8
Octave. . 4

ft.
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

A FEW CHRISTMAS

ft.
Gross-flote .. 4
Twelfth . . 2 Vi “
U
Fifteenth . 9
VI
rks.
Mixture .
Scharff . IV rks.
ft.
Trumpet. .16
U
Trumpet.. . . 8
M
Clarion . 4

Violina . .
Flute harmoniqne .
Flautino .
Mixture.

Chadwick, “O, Holy Child
of Bethlehem”; contralto solo and chorus or quartet
(Schmidtf.
„
Dressier, “The Chimes of Christmas Mom”; soprano and tenor solos with chorus or quartet, violin
obligato (ad lib.) (Ditson).
Tours, “Sing, 0 Heavens”; soprano solo and chorus
(Novello).

Swell Organ (Seventeen Stops).
Bourdon . .16 ft.
. 8 “
Open diapason
Salicional. 8 “
.Moline . 8 “

ANTHEMS
OLD AND NEW.

Barnby, “Blessed be the
Lord God of Israel”: full
chorus or quartet with soprano solo (Schirmer).

4
ft.
it
4
a
2
V rks.

Noyes, “Christmas More”; soprano and contralto
solos, tenor and contralto duet, and quartet (Ditson).
Barnby, “The Grave of God”; tenor solo and chorus
or quartet (Novello).

Organs and organists have
of late come in for a good
share of general comment.
Some learned critics attack
the instrument itself upon
acoustical grounds, and declare that it is an anomaly;
others animadvert upon performers, and either cen¬
sure them for want of earnestness in getting ac¬
quainted with their metier, or else condole with them
upon the paltry remuneration which at best falls to
an organist’s lot. There is, nevertheless, something so
enthralling about organ-tone that, were not organstudy and practice hedged about with so much diffi¬
culty, the so-called “king of instruments” might boast
the greatest number of devotees of all instruments.

THE
QUALIFICATIONS
OF AN ORGANIST.

As it is, no matter how strong are our first youthful
impressions of its grandeur and apparently illimitable
resources, very few students go in seriously for organ¬
playing; or, ere they tackle the subject, pause to
think if they have the mental and physical qualifica¬
tions which go to make a really successful organist.
Consequently, our church services are principally pre¬
sided over by the “piano-organist,” who is largely re¬
sponsible for the abuse which is often poured upon a
noble instrument which, in the hands of an expert, is
capable of the most impressive effect.
Let us consider, then, briefly those qualifications
which are particularly indispensable in the art of
organ-playing.
Mental Qualifications of an Organist.

To begin with, the organ is a most complex instru¬
ment; it is, in fact, an attempt to bring the tonequality of many instruments within the reach of one
performer. It is true that on the pianoforte, for in¬
stance, execution, technic, tone, and the intelligent
and sympathetic “reading” of a piece all go to con¬
tribute to the success of a pianist But these matters
lie “beneath the fingers,” so to speak, of the execu¬
tant, and depend upon his own judgment and ability
in utilizing the keyboard. On the organ not only
must the hands be prepared to play music which

make more intelligent hearers of them from the start.
Say a club were in existence for the purpose of in¬
teresting young students in music, the plan might be
to select Schumann, because, in the first place, he
has done such exquisite work for children; the story
of his life and works might be run over in a very
light, airy way, avoiding wordings. Children detest
words that mean nothing; every word must tell them
something or they tire, and anything will take their
interest from what you are trying to tell them. If,
on the other hand, it is pu into such short sentences
and terse facts that they could turn around and tell
the story again, be sure that your tale is not told in
vain.
'
On the musical side, it might be stated that only
the best and most interesting players or singers should
be permitted to demonstrate to the children, and the
work should be done with extraordinary care, never
forgetting that you are before those children as an ex¬
ample. Discuss melody, themes, form, and play the
motives, interesting them in this manner and prepar¬
ing them to hear the selections intelligently. Select
some of the children’s works, including the “Merry
Fa-rner”; on this progra
you might also place
“Warum?” and “Vogel als Prophet.” A few vocal
numbers might include “Der Nussbaum,” “Schngegiocken,” “Als Alten Mfirchen,” telling in simple story
the words and explaining the union between words
and musie. The “Two Grenadiers” could also be used
to good advantage. “A Holiday on the Rhine” would
give scope for a most interesting story, and is very
simple in melody.
Before such a elub is the only place where a childpianist, a so-called prodigy, might appear writh fitness,
as it always encourages children to hear oth .r children
who are very good. The prodigy has no other place in
the musical world except with its teacher.
A word, of warning must here be added against the
appearance of the children club members, as there ex¬
ists no jealousy in the world so great as that between
mothers of children who are studying musie. If this
sentiment were to end here, it would be bad enough.

Club-work tends to make women methodical in their
work. In the first place it gives them a definite ob¬
ject to work for, and, as results must be shown, it
stimulates them to give the best side of their thoughts
and natures as well. That it gives them breadth is
also unquestionable, for not alone are they compelled
to hear all sides, but the self-restraint and mastery
is excellent discipline for women, who usually have
their own way in and about their homes. Women
cannot undergo this discipline without becoming
better for it, and, if one might desire a higher and
greater education than a close study of life and its
ethics, it would be found in the club, where one must
hear all sides of a question, where the judgment is
called into play, where the object is greater than the

made the same condition that he has for the real musi¬
cian who understands why Wagner thrills him and
fill him with strange and indefinable emotions. He
may not get this in Wagner, but he gets it through
the other composers who cannot evade or avoid the
influence. Call it Zeitgeist (spirit of the times) or
whatever you will, it is still Wagner seething through
their minds, through their blood, just as Beethoven did
through his era, even unto to-day.
Wagner himself was the culmination and the emana¬
tion of a dramatic period. It was time for this to
come, and it made itself manifest in others of that
time, such as Berlioz and Liszt, to say nothing of the
dramatic in literature. But Wagner was not alone
powerful enough to give expression to this fire, this

individual, where the work is the first consideration,
and where one woman’s suggestion is as good as an¬
other’s and must stand or fall by action of the ma¬
jority. This is, of course, providing the club works
seriously and honestly, that it be not divided into fac¬
tions the one of which will attempt to defeat any¬
thing that the other presents. That this sort of thing
has no place in the great machinery is not necessary
to state. It exists, we all know it exists; but it will
die out, it must, or the elub will die and another, a
better one, will take its place.

genius, but even to make an epoch and one wherein
his influence could not be hidden or covered up. Tn
this Wagner is relentless. Who drinks from his cup
must acknowledge where he drank his inspiration,
for the mark is indelible, and no embellishment, no
reconstruction known will hide it. Whether in or¬
chestra or in opera of the ultramodern, that is to say,
of the present day,—Wagner is there, from the color¬
ing and the instrumentation of the orchestra to the
recitative of the opera, and who can say that this is
not more enjoyable and more artistic than the set,
stiff forms of arias, duets, trios, etc. So that whether
in the heart of the great music centers, where the
orchestras and the opera-stage present the incom¬
parable music-dramas or in the hamlet far removed
from these pleasures, the spirit of Wagner pervades.
Not alone as musician must Wagner stand unique in
the world of art, but as dramatist, littirateur, phi¬

A club must exist but for one object, and that the
betterment of its cause. There can be no success with
divided interests, and whereas motives are not alwavs
apparent, if self-aggrandizement instead of benefit to
the object be uppermost in the minds of even some of
the active members of a elub, it is doomed, and it is
working a steady injury to the highest and best re¬
sults. Properly organized, there is no possibility of
arything being of as great a benefit to music as
clubs. They need not all be on the same lines.
Clubs may deal with musical matters in hundreds
of ways that will carry more benefit than simply an
educational program with its paper and illustrations.
It is for the club to look into school-work, into meth¬
ods of instruction, into music among the poorer classes,
into the betterment of the class of music which comes

losopher. and critic.
Wagner’s High Ideals.

From his works it were hard to study the life of
this great genius, because, in the first place, one must
not confuse his own ideals and thoughts with the
myths of Teutonic and Icelandic lore from which he
has drawn so much of his inspiration. The types are
so far removed from the modern thought, the customs,

broader scope.
This, in itself, is no insignificant item to be placed
to the credit of a single composer. When, however,
this is said, it but dimly suggests the influence of the
man; beyond the realm of the technical we are to
look for the real effect of the master’s power. The
singer ceases to become an automaton, and is rouse
to intellectual effort of a high order. The truly
dramatic, as differentiated from the highly dramatic,
is sought after. Balance of power is opposed to
power, emotional intensity is elevated to a plane -of
artistic sincerity, and thus on through the varying
phases of art effort do we find the superficial giving
way to the substantial and legitimate demands of an
entirely worthy profession.
The young woman who aspires to grand opera can
no longer fancy that a pretty figure and flexible voice
will open the path to a complete career. She realizes
that to be complete she must include in her repertory
roles that have tested the most brilliant minds and
the stoutest endurance. She not unwisely shrinks
from the severe riffime, and selects a less trying
sphere. Thus does the art, in its modem aspect,
testify to the stupendous force of this man. If only
a single phase of his wide display f gifts is so marked
in results, what must we allow' for the entire circle
of influence which has radiated from the genius of
Richard Wagner!
# '*

*

Among

REPERTORY.

HI.

the replies to

my

invitation to send in favorite
repertory numbers, the fol¬

lowing have been selected as suggestive. It is by no
means to be supposed that we have here a narrow
subject; the full force of its importance will develop
as we proceed.
E. G. H. mentions, first, “O, Divine Redeemer”
(Gounod), “A Dream of Paradise” (Gray), and the
writer, with but scant allusion to the construction or
' treatment of the compositions, beyond calling them
beautiful, says that “they are a constant inspiration
to better and nobler living’—a worthy reason for en¬

to her voice, and “Salve Regina,” by Buck, because
it fills the writer with a desire to be good, and it
seems to be an excellent composition,—another ex-,
ample of surface effect or mere impressionability. It
must be realized that we are aiming to rouse our
readers to a different sort of song-study. The proper
way to approach a song is in an analytical spirit.
That a thing is good or beautiful is sufficient to
answer all the requirements of the average listener,
but it is not enough for the studious, thoughtful, or
intelligent singer.
The habit of the student and
teacher should be so carefully to study a song that
the reasons for its existence, as also its effect, are
clear; once this habit is formed, much that is ac¬
cepted as worthy now on the score of its construc¬
tion, form, or good taste will he found wanting. The
art, as well as the artist, suffers by yielding to the
blandishments of a plausible melody. While all can¬
not at first analyze a song or judge surely of its actual
merit, still, as in all other branches of the art, much
is revealed by persistent search, and the results repay
the effort a thousandfold.
“Sincere Student” quotes, as a favorite song, Beet¬
hoven’s “Adelaide,” and the reasons given are to fol¬
low. While the writer is too verbose, he reveals the
true analytical spirit, and presents a sharp contrast
in the manner of approaching a composition as com¬
pared with those who have been quoted.
When considering the number of truly beautiful,
soul-stirring songs that exist, it is obvious that se¬
lecting the favorite one is no easy matter. Owing to
this fact, I can only mention Beethoven’s “Adelaide/
opus 48, as one of my many favorites. The reason of
selecting it for my subject is the absolute originality
of style and conception, its wonderful harmony and
beautiful Sckwarmerei. It has so much Inhalt, as
Germans say, of deep, poetical significance, that mere
words fail to express it. Its wonderful tones com¬
mune of a universal harmony and freedom, remind me
of Nature’s profundity, awaken my best and noblest
sentiments, and arouse love of all mankind and living
creatures.

sary to appreciate this fact. It appears that this
motive possesses twofold qualities because it rarely
occurs in its entirety. For instance (according to my
comprehension), the main motive is present in the
third and fourth measures of vocal music, and a dis¬
tinction is noticeable in its beginning and end. The
first part, which is in the third measure, has suffi¬
cient force to claim individuality, while the same may
be said of the second part, consisting of the notes
E, G, F. In order to express myself plainly, I will
name the former, the primary, and the latter, the sec¬
ondary, motive.
The word “Adelaide” is so effectually embellished
by different modifications of secondary motives at the
first two treatments of the word, that it is not diffi¬
cult to imagine the “lovely magic light which through
waving and bloomy branches trembles” with emo¬
tional adoration, then passionate adoration. So, in
like manner, each setting of the word may be defined
as having a mood peculiar to itself.
At the first two appearances of sentence “Waves are
rushing” an effective climax is realized by smooth,
powerful modulation, and the figure-work of melody
and accompaniment, particularly the latter. It de¬
scends in scale-like manner, as modification of primary
motive, which is repeated in following measure, at the
interval of a fourth and imitates approaching and
receding waves. This imitation of waves, besides
making the motive very important, augments the
great passion of this dramatic climax.
In allegro molto movement, commencing with words
“Clearly glitters” the music gradually reaches another
climax, which, if not so important, is surely as ex¬
pressive of the desired sentiment. The thematic rising
of melodic figure might be interpreted as a mood of
joyful love, and, by virtue of ending upon a dominant
chord, the climax is not a satisfactory, but anticipative, one. After another appearance of this sequence
in same mood, the melody moves by degrees to the
calando, ending with noble resignation.
Before closing these remarks, it is well to consider
the relation of accompaniment to the whole. At first

Sehumann-Heink, Anton Van Rooy, and Jean de
ReszkC*. They have sung the most exacting Wagner
rOles without apparent injury to their voices. This
is generally conceded to be due to the fact that they
know how to sing, and possess a very high degree of
musicianship. Madame Schumann-Heink is one of
those rare beings endowed by Nature with a great
voice and the instinctive ability to use it well.
1 believe that the day of wrecked voices will pass
away when we realize that vocal technic is as neces¬
sary to the singing of Wagner as it is to any other
music, if not more so. Wagner makes great de¬
mands upon the vocal resources, but if these are in¬
telligently met with careful training the results will
not be so disastrous in the future as we have been
led to believe they have been in the past. If voices
have been “ruined by Wagner7’ it has, perhaps, been
owing as much to the fault of the singers, as to the
effects of the music. Wagner’s dramas are, many of
them, extremely exciting, and if the singer’s voice be
not perfectly under his control, he is apt, in the
enthusiasm of a great emotional climax, to commit
vocal excesses which are exhausting to the organ,
and inartistic in their results.
What German Singers often Lack.

It is important for the singer of Wagner to have
so perfect a technic that the artistic use of his voice
has become second nature to him, that he can rely
upon it, and give himself up, when rendering a part,
to the highest inspiration of the work, knowing that
the vocal organ will respond in jnst the right degree
to the demands upon it. Now, just this vocal tech¬
nic is what is so often lacking in the German singers.
Their voices are fine, but many of them are compara¬
tively untrained; indeed, a voice, which is almost
raw material, is not infrequently heard in the greatest
rDles on the German stage. The organ naturally suf¬
fers even as any part of the physical organism would,
were it called upon to perform great exertion without
the proper previous training. In feet, the Germans
in their vocal school seem to lack a fine sense of tonal
beauty, as such; this might also be said of their
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contains material upon modem masters and Ameri¬
can composers.
A. EHRLICH. 44 Celebrated Pianists of the Past and
Present,”.$2.00
Illustrated with 150 portraits of European and
American pianists. The biographies occupy from
one to thirty-six pages each. Bound in red cloth
and gold.
DR. HUGO RIEMANN. “Dictionary of Music and
Musicians,”.$4.50
Complete information and the latest investigation
into the science of music. Biographical, historical,
theoretical.
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$1.50
Hints on piano playing. Written in an easy, con¬
versational style, enlivened by many anecdotes.
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Good, easy music, serving a unique, practical, and
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violin school as compared to the French and Belgian.
Yet they have what is more important: a noble
reverence for their work, a whole-souled love of art,
deep sincerity, and a serious and earnest effort to ex¬
press truth. The old Germanic conscience is felt in
all they do. Miss Amy Fay tells us how Tausig once
exclaimed in exasperation to an unfeeling pupil: “But,
child, there is a soul in this piece! Don’t you know
there is a soul in it?” It is this appreciation of the
soul in art that gives the German singers a place
which many singers with better-trained voices cannot
hope to fill.
The greater artist believes that truth finds its high¬
est expression in beauty. The German singers, so
faithful in their delineation of character, so convincing
in the drama, bnt so lacking in the external beauties
of vocal expression, have been the ones, of course, to
introduce Wagner to foreign countries, and we have
naturally conceived the idea from them that Wagner
must he sung as they sing it. A constant use of the
glottis-stroke, the abuse of the portamento, and the
absence of legato are among the commonest faults of
the Wagner singer. These artists, working for a cer¬

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

tain ideal far beyond what our former idea of vocal art
contained, use their voices badly, chiefly through ig¬
norance. Their defects should not consciously be
emulated and their vocal style adopted as the stand¬
ard of Wagnerian singing. Wagner is coming more
and more to belong as much to humanity as does
Shakespeare. And, as interpretative art develops, we
shall, in the future, no more sing Wagner as did the
original Wagner singers, than we should now play
Julius Caesar in Elizabethan costume. A musician is
not less true to the soul of Beethoven’s piano-sonatas
because he performs them on a modern Steinway
grand, instead of on the more primitive instruments
for which they were originally written. A proof of
the greatness of an art-work is its lasting quality
through the development of later years. The genius
conceives a work which is full of vital truths for
humanity. But, as Emerson says, he “builded better
than he knew”; he has preceded the development of
his own time. His work is not left behind in the
m reh of progress. The expression of it grows with
humanity. —Natalie Curtis.
(To be continued.)

work post-paid for $3.00.
• # •
A charming and inexpensive Christmas present for
a music lover is the “Petit Library.” It is in nine
volumes. Each volume gives a short account of the
life and works of one of the great composers. The nine
volumes are made up of the following composers:
Weber, Mendelssohn, Haydn, Handel, Mozart, Beet¬
hoven, Liszt, Chopin, and Wagner. The size of a
volume is 3 7.x2'/, inches. The volumes average
about one hundred and twenty-five (125) pages. The
work has been prepared by Edward Francis, of Lon

don.
This is a decidedly unique Christmas present and
one that will be of permanent value. We can fur
nish the whole nine volumes for $1.60, and will pay
the postage. The single volumes sell for 20 cents each.
* • •

is more popular among our patrons for a
musical present during the holidays than our musical
calendar. Last year we sold a great many thousand,
and the edition was entirely exhausted before the
orders were all filled. This year we have printed
double the number and have materially improved the
Nothing

calendar.
To those who are not acquainted with it we will
sav that around the border of the calendar are all
the great composers, with the calendar in the center.
It is printed in gold and other colors, and will serve
as an appropriate decoration for a music-studio. It is
particularly appropriate as a present for every pupil
of a teacher’s class.
We furnish them at $1.00 a dozen, or 10 cents apiece.
The usual retail price is 25 cents each.
• * *
We have a very large, complete, and exceptionally
fine stock of Christmas music; everything desirable,
solos, duets, trios, quartets, anthems and cantatas for
choirs, carols, selections, recitations, services with
responsive readings, and cantatas for Sunday-schools,
which we will he pleased to send “On Selection" to our
patrons, to be returned within thirty days.

FOR SALE-A VIRGIL PRACTICE CLAVIER 7 7,
octaves, in perfect condition,, for $60. Address:
A. B„ Box 201, Lehighton, Pa.
__

“Third and Fourth Grade Pieces” to hand. I must
say that I am very much pleased with them and con¬
sider them verv valuable to me in my work.
Mrs. Lillie Thibodeaux.

FOR SALE—SECOND-HAND MUSIC: VOCAL, INstrumental for piano and organ. Duets, Piano,
Comet. Address, sending stamp, Box 18, Elnora, Ind.
WANTED —POSITION AS PIANO-PLAYER IN
* music store. Address: E. C. B., 168 Brainard St.,
Detroit, Mich.
__
WE

DESIRE TO SAY THAT THE WESTERN
address of Miss Katherine Burrowes. whose ad¬
vertisement for the “Burrowes Musical Kindergarten
Method” appears on another page, was inadvertently
substituted for tbe Eastern address in the November
issue. Applications for the method should still be
sent to B. 1302 Presbyterian Building, New York City.
TEACHERS DESIRING TO STUDY MRS. PAR
sons’s popular “Kindergarten Method of Music
Study” will he interested to know that Mrs. Parsons
has qualified a number of instructors in different cities
throughout the country to teach the method to
teachers. Send to her for list. See advertisement.

I have not seen anything in the way of an instruc¬
tion book that I like o well as your “Foundation
Materials.” I think it comes nearer filling the needs
of beginners than anything else T have ever seen.
Mrs. Charles A. E. Martin.
I have been a subscriber to The Etude for several
years, and always welcomed
cli number. I can truly
sav that this year I have found it more helpful, more
valuable, than in any of the previous years
Miss C. M. Smith.

“The Masters and Their Music,” by Mathews, is an
excellent work, full of useful information; every
musician that desires to become more profieien as
teacher should have a copv of this book in bis or ler
library.
Alfred T. Goodsell.
I use Mason’s “Touch and Teel nic” exclusively, and
will have nothing else for mv technical work. It is
founded upon educational principles, and not on
develops technically, but mentally as well, wmci '
of supreme importance.
George Clayton Flin
Let me add a word of praise for TnE Etude.
Though removed from any large centre, whoever
•The F.tude as a guide will keep in touch witn
that is newest and best in teaching. I, for one, co
not do without it.
Miss Louise Pearis.

It is a pleasure to send to you for music; you send
it so promptly.
Ida Bower.

I find th game of “Great Composers” most inter¬
esting and instructive.
Mrs. C. T. Eichelsdoerfer.
I use Dr. Clarke’s “Harmony” in my teaching, and
I do not wish anything better.
Alfred Wootver.
T wish to say that yonr publications are most beau¬
tifully edited and printed.
E. H. Coslev.
Tbe ‘On Sale” music is very satisfactory, and I
shall find yonr plan very convenient.
Mbs. H. D. Bassett.

I am well pleased with Dr. Liemann’s “Dictionary.”
I consider it a good library in itself.
Helen Stickle.

Your house is a boon to te hers. You make more
liberal diseonnts, are more prompt, oho . er ,
advantages in every way. The last selection ”
,
Sale” music was especially fine, and I was de ig
with the last supplement to The Etude. 1
already had it framed and hung in my studio.
Miss Annte May Bell.
I wish to write a few words in appreciation of tb
energy and discrimination which you show i
selection of vour musical text-books.
_T.„„
CAROLTN NA.SH.

I find nothing better than the Mathews s
j
Graded Course of Studies” to arouse the interest
awaken the musical susceptibility of PUP“®- jo:rBS.
Have received the “Fifth and Sixth
“Concert Duets,” and Book I of “Schmoll s
and find them all to he of a high order
.
t? Crittenden .

is the cheap teacher. Going into a neighborhood far
from college towns to solicit pupils, the high-grade
teacher only too often meets with such a reply as this:
“Miss So-and-^o, our neighbor, gives lessons for
twenty-five cents; she is a very good teacher, and we
don't feel as though we could pay fifty cents a lesson
when we can get them for half that price.” This en¬
lightenment is always given with a self-satisfied air.
Albeit, this same Miss So-and-So is a teacher whom
you happen to know to be of the “Prize Banner Quick¬
step” order.
In one of these small towns was a milliner and
dressmaker who gave lessons to the country people
for twenty-five cents, having them come to the house,
and when business was pressing was in the habit of
giving over the pupils to her ten-year-old daughter
fo instruction!
That the usually keen and intelligent country
people are satisfied with these impositions has been a
source of great perplexity to me. They really seem
to think that the one and only difference between
music teachers is in the price asked per lesson, or,
in other words, the difference in their estimation is
that one is more avaricious than the other. It is a
delicate matter for a teacher to explain that her edu¬
cation and experience are superior and therefore of
greater market value. About the only thing one can
do is to wait for the world to grow older and wiser.
Another cause which makes teaching music in the
country unsatisfactory is the limited number of les¬
sons with which both parents and pupils are satisfied.
Two or three terms are considered by the majority
quite a liberal education in music. The degree of in¬
telligence in musical matters varies, of course, in dif¬
ferent localities, yet it is a matter of no small wonder
to the well-bred country music teacher how great a
proportion of the people are devoid of the least con¬
ception as to the amount of time and labor it takes to
make a musician.
We do sometimes meet with
parents who desire to have the pupil go beyond “Gos¬
pel Hymns” and “Clayton’s Grand March,” and such
instances come to the rural music teacher like an

WONDERFUL
VIOLIN VALUES.
Sale of Three Hundred Rare Old
Violins by Lyon & Healy.

the little they required. Moreover, there has also been
the danger of studying a large number of works with¬
out due regard to progressive order. Practice of this
sort, without a rational method and a carefully consid¬
ered plan is a waste of time and results in little or no
benefit to the student.
A Systematic Selection is therefore a great desid-

You can secure from Lyon & Healy. Chicago,
a genuine old violin of superb tone qualities at
a wonderfully low price. Their Violin Expert
has just returned from abroad and in order to
make room for incoming specimens their entire
present stock will be sacrificed,
The saving
amounts from $25 to $50 on inexpensive grades
to several hundreds on fine solo violins. If you
are at all interested in a fine violin this is vour
opportunity. Music dealers, teachers, connois¬
seurs and students should all avail themselves of
this chance.
Read this list of Solo Violins.
I
Carlos Merkel (1829), $;8 ; Jos. Krein (1780),
I Jio ; Lorenzo Guadagnini Cremona (1720), grand
I solo instrument, $Sco; very fine old German
I (1790). $30; C. A. Singer (1800), $45: good Tvro9 lean (1740-60), $25; Anton Merkel (17901, $35;
Antoni us Stradivarius Cremona, $2000 ; Gio Bap
—— .
Ruggen, $700; A. Stoss, Vienna (1750), $75; Guissippe Gagiiano. $300 ; Montagnana, Venice, fine solo instrament, Jjco; Pet Guarnerins, I350 ; Krueer, $45 ; Kloz, fine tone,
S120; vuillaame, fine specimen, $450; Panormo, $ico; John
Betts, London, $100 ; T. Carcassi, $135; Laska, Prague,
;
Obeci, Venice, good solo violin, $60; old French, $39; Jos.
Guarnerius del Gesu (1740), grandest solo violin of the continent fecco; Gio Paola Maggini, about i6co, $845 ; old German
(1760), $35 ; 1641, a, 3, 4 and 5,at $25 each ; 1649, 50, 51 and 52, at
$20 each, and many others.
J
Correspondence Invited.
,
j°day, (or beautiful catalog giving full particulars
(free), or for catalog containing Historical Sketches of the Old
Masters inclose ten 2-cent stamps. Several fiddles will be sent
on selection to responsible parties. Easv terms of payment
may be arranged. A formal Certificate of Genuineness accom¬
panies each instrument. An advantage in prompt selection.

LYON & HEALY,
Largest Dealers in Violins in the IVor Id,
13

Adams Street.

-

-

Chicago.

Simmons nano Keys Cleaner and [taster
Does the work*- thoroughly
and quickly. Saves time and
labor. Can be used with alco¬
hol.

Made from fine, soft felt.

Nothing like it. Mailed on receipt ofSOc' fircat 'art'icle^or
agents. Sells at sight. Send for catalogue.
,0r
S J. SIMMONS & CO., Dept L, Boston, Mass.

Of The Best Studies eratu!]\ Jhe*e v°‘,umes’
compiled by Mr. Alexan¬
der Lambert, meet the needs of teacher and pupil ex¬
actly. Mr. Lambert is one of the most distinguished
and successful of New York teachers, and the selection
he has made embodies the results of his long experi¬
ence and ripe judgment. The average pupil will be
benefited by practicing every single study here given,
and the arrangement is such as to insure real and con¬
stant progress.
In the three volumes so far issued are included one
hundred and four studies; among the authors repre¬
sented are the most noted modern writers for instruc¬
tive purposes, including
Biehl

Kunz

Reinecke

Bertini

Vogel

Loeschhorn

Duvernoy

Kohler

Stamaty

Gurlitt

Berens

Schmitt

Heller

Lecouppey

Godard

and others. It is needless to say that all the studies
are fingered with the utmost care and the phrasing is
fully marked. Most are accompanied by notes point¬
ing out the special technical object of the piece and
how to practice it to obtain the best results. Mr. Lam¬
bert has also written a valuable preface to the first
volume giving advice on how to practice and how
much, when and where to stop—a number of invalu¬
able rules that every student ought to know, ignorance
or disregard of which has often brought disappoint¬
ment and disaster.

G. SCHIRMER
35 Union Suture

NEW YORK

it is also used in Denmark. Weber wrote the overture
in 1818, while he was in Dresden, for the accession of
the king of Saxony. Hence it is reasonable to con¬
sider that he thought of it as the Saxon national
hymn.
W. A. B.—1. The Major scale is a series of eight
consecutive sounds composed of the intervals of whole
tones and half-tones, the latter occurring between the
third and fourth and seventh and eighth of the series.
There are several forms of the minor scale. If you
will refer to The Etude for September, 1898, you will
find in it a valuable article on the minor-scale forms
by Mr. Carl Faelten. As a concise statement, the fol¬
lowing may help you: The most commonly used
forms, the Harmonic Minor, has half-tones between
the second and third, fifth and sixth and seventh and
eighth; the natural minor between the second and
third, seventh and eighth.
2. The first piano is generally considered to have
been made by Cristofori, in Italy, in 1711.
C. M. B.—1. In the scale of F-sharp minor the most
comfortable fingering causes the fourth finger to fall
on G-sharp in the right hand.
2. In the G-sharp-minor scale the fourth finger falls
on the fourth degree of the scale, as usual.
II. J. S.—With quite young pupils only the most
elementary harmony should be taught in conjunction
with piano-lessons, such as the naming of intervals,
the formation of the major and minor scale, and the
construction of the common chord and the arpeggios
derived from it. In this connection elementary ear¬
training exercises have been found most valuable. In¬
struction in musical history should be confined to
anecdotal remarks on the composers of the pieces
studied and on the periods in which they were written.
Mr. Tapper's new book, soon to be issued, “First
Studies in Music Biography” will be found useful.
M. B. D.—The minor scale is best impressed on the
minds of young pupils by having them construct the
scale for themselves, rearranging the notes of the
major scale, beginning with the sixth degree. This
gives the ancient form of the scale. The harmonic
minor scale should the., le derived from this form by
chromatically raising the seventh degree both ascend¬
ing and descending, and the melodic by chromatically
raising the sixth ami seventh degrees ascending and
restoring them descending
Both these forms should
be practiced.

** It cannot fail to be the right way to lead children ami others to
a correct understanding of tnc elements of tone and harmony with¬
out which they never can be on the right path."—William H.
Sherwood.
For contents and description n# the above, and many other
volumes of piano music, send for " Descriptive Circular B,"
mailed free.
Our special illustrated catalogue. Selected Piano Music,
mailed free.
_

Vocal Classics
$1.00 PER VOLUME
By Mail, Postpaid

Classic Baritone and Bass Songs.
Classic Vocal Gems for Soprano.
Classic Vocal Gems for Alto.
Classic Vocal Gems for Tenor.
Classic Vocal Gems for Bass.
Song Classics for High Voices, Vol. I
Song Classics for Higli Voices, Vol. H
Song Classics for Low Voices.

THE ART OF SINGING
By WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
In Three Parts, each $1.00
By Mail, Postpaid
** A remarkable book, the work of a thorough scientific musician,
a student of the elder Lamperti, an accomplished singer, an expe¬
rienced teacher whose pupils occupy prominent positions in ofiera
ami concert work and nil responsible prists as teachers."
Send tor Descriptive Circular A (mailed free) for contents ami
description of the above and many other volumes of songv
Our special illustrated catalogue, Selected Songs, mailed free.

Music Review, 25 Cents a Ye^r
A piano solo ami song reproduced in each number. New music
and musical literature reviewed. Special articles by well-known
writers. Portraits and biographical sketches of musicfans. Every
student of music needs this little magazine. Semi for sample copy,
mailed free.
ORDERS SOLICITED FOR ALL MUSICAL
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Oliver Ditson Co.
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Chas. H. Ditson d Company, New York
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this country since his return, gives
him unusual fitness for conducting
a work of this nature. The Review
will be under his charge and be will
l>e ably assisted by others connected
with our house, and by competent
musicians whose special services are
secured for this purpose.
Former subscribers to the Review
will not need to be told of the fair¬
ness with which the listing of new
compositions was conducted, and we
can only give renewed assurance
that such fairness will be continued.
Our aim will be to make the Review
the most efficient and reliable record
of desirable novelties that can be
had. Extended reviews will be made
only of large works of importance. .
The Review will be issued monthly
at least ten months in the year and
we have fixed the yearly subscrip¬
tion price at fifty cents.
The reappearance of the Review will
make further publication of our
Bulletin unnecessary and that will
therefore be discontinued.
To do this work thoroughly and con¬
scientiously requires an enortnons
amount of time and labor and it is
therefore hoped we will receive lib¬
eral support in promoting a publica¬
tion of this nature. We will appre¬
ciate every effort that is made in our
behalf towards securing new sub¬
scribers.
Yours very truly,

CLAYTON F. SUM MY CO.
2 jo Wibish Ave., - - - Cliicigo
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